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Genesis 

 

C1  

In the beginning God created the heaven and earth 

God is actually plural noun 

All of the  verbs around the word Elohim are in the singular form 

The Hebrew word for created is Bara in the means to create something without any 

pre-existing material. There is a difference between the word create which is Bara and 

word make which is shown a little later. 

 

Light existed before the luminaries are placed in the sky in other words there was light 

before the moon and stars in the sun. Order is already present for you can see that the 

Spirit of God was moving over the surface of the waters in verse two 

So in this period of remaking the earth there are no let there be water statements 

because water is already there here in the this scene of what we typically refer to as 

creation 

 

Calls the light day and the darkness he called night so this concept of light and day 

when we take a look at revelations chapter 20 verse 10 this day and night concept 

would no  longer exist in the new earth. But it still will be related to the lake of fire 

where Satan and all of the loss are residing in eternal torment. 
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let us make man - make is different from create. Make is to build something with 

existing material. 

 Now the word create (bara) is used concerning man's creation. 

The word create is used because it represents the aspect of man that or existed God's 

image, likeness and plurality (Father, Son, Holy Spirit). 

Man created male-female. The woman was always in the design. 

 

Also notice the writer (Moses) has a writing style of making a general statement, then 

providing more detail thereafter. He writes in the Beginning God created...then gives 

detail 

 

He writes  "let us make man... " then gives detail... This pattern will continue. 

 

C2 

God rested from all he created and made (note created and made). 

Account of creation ... Heaven and earth (total creation period). In the day (only the 

period of time concerning humanity) 

The prohibition, not to eat of the tree of knowledge of good and evil. Certain death 

promised 

 

C3 

Serpent introduced. Crafty, skilled, manipulative. 

Serpent ask has God said you cannot eat from any tree. He already knows the answer. 

But engages the female into the strategy. Notice neither the man or woman has a name 

at this time. 

 

She says  we are not to eat or touch (another example of writer giving more detail 

about the fruit). She was not exaggerating, which some suggest. Exaggeration is a lie. 

The first sin is eating the fruit. Also, hearing the serpents offer was not sin 

(temptation). 

Upon eating the fruit there eyes are open. They knew they were naked. 

 

God calls to man. Never called him Adam, but called to the man. 

First time the word Adam. Adam - dirt, ground 

First time the word Eve 

 

 

C4 

 

Man has relations with his wife and she conceived. 

Both Cain and Able mentioned 

It came about in the course of time (representing an indeterminable amount of time). 

Cain angry ...warned (first mention of anger) 

First murder he'll be vagrant and wanderer. Beginnings of Acute Pnuematos 

Depression 
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